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Abstract—Edge servers can collaborate to enhance service
capability. However, cloud servers may be unable to execute cen-
tralized management due to unpredictable communications. In
such systems, distributed task and resource management are vital
but challenging due to heterogeneity and various restrictions.
Therefore, this paper studies such edge systems and formulates
the distributed joint task and computing resource allocation
problem for maximizing the quality of experience (QoE). Given
the restrictions on real-time state observations and resource
management involving other facilities, we decompose it into sub-
problems of distributed task allocation and computing resource
allocation. After formulating the problem as a partially observed
Markov decision process, we propose a two-step approach that
depends on multi-agent (MA) deep reinforcement learning. First,
each edge server performs a policy to allocate tasks for its
associated users according to a partial observation. We employ
the MA deep deterministic policy gradient to tackle vast spaces
of discrete actions. Besides, we incorporate the action entropy
of massive users’ task allocation to enhance exploration. Then,
we prove that the QoE-maximized computing resource allocation
is a problem of maxing a sum of sigmoids, and we address it
by sigmoidal programming. Simulation results reveal that the
proposed approach dramatically improves the system QoE and
reduces the average service latency. Besides, the proposed solution
outperforms benchmarks in training and convergence.

Index Terms—Edge computing, distributed task allocation,
resource allocation, quality of experience, multi-agent deep rein-
forcement learning
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EDGE computing (EC) can improve quality of service
(QoS) for ever-changing applications by extending the

ability of clouds to network edges [1]–[3]. Collaboration
among edge servers (ESs) is critical for fully utilizing the
limited resources of edge networks and enhancing their ser-
viceability [4]–[7], but it requires efficient orchestration of
resources and tasks among ESs. However, interactions be-
tween ESs and the remote cloud server (RCS) suffer from
unpredictable communications, making the RCS unable to
provide reliable centralized management of tasks and resources
in the edge networks. Furthermore, ESs are unable to pro-
vide central management due to their limited resources and
restricted access to the prior knowledge, real-time state, and
resource allocation of other ESs, primarily due to information-
exchanging costs like privacy risks and handshaking time. As
a result, users or ESs in such systems must conduct task
allocation and resource management in a distributed manner
under partial state observations.

In a distributed EC system, different components can infer
and implement task allocation or resource allocation decisions
independently. For example, the facilities initiating computing
tasks (e.g., users and service providers) [8]–[14] or the in-
frastructures supporting the EC service (i.e., ESs) [15]–[19].
However, facilities in a distributed system may be unable
to access the global state due to restrictions like associa-
tion and authority, forcing them to make decisions based
on partial state observations. In addition, under a random
system state, the state transition and performance only de-
pend on the real-time system state, actions jointly taken by
all facilities, and the system’s transition features. Therefore,
the problem is generally formulated as a partially observed
Markov decision process (POMDP) in existing works devoted
to distributed task allocation or resource allocation. Moreover,
traditional methods generally require information exchange to
fetch information about other components and obtain a result
through considerable iterations. As a result, they are hardly
implemented in a highly dynamic distributed EC system.
Recently, multi-agent deep reinforcement learning (MADRL)
is increasingly being exploited to address POMDP problems
as it can tackle challenges like system heterogeneity, time-
varying states, and restricted state observation. MADRL and
its variations have presented great potential in systems where
multiple facilities are working cooperatively or competitively
with limited sharing of information [20], [21]. However, most
existing works on distributed task allocation assume that users
and ESs are endowed with access to some global state, which
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is unattainable in some actual systems. In addition, training a
policy for every user in an EC system with massive users is
challenging and may exhaust resources.

Moreover, compared with the quality of service (QoS) like
latency, the quality of experience (QoE) is more relative to
users’ actual feelings and better reflects the service level
of modern user-centered applications [22]. Although QoE
is positively correlated with QoS, they are generally non-
linearly correlated [23], [24]. The most significant feature
is the existence of saturated areas where the user’s QoE
will not significantly change with the variation of QoS. For
example, the QoE of a user is extremely satisfied when expe-
riencing high QoS, like ultra-low latency. Although allocating
more resources further reduces the latency, the user feels
an insensible QoE increase. In such conditions, allocating
more resources to improve such users’ QoE is meaningless
compared to allocating these resources to improve the QoE of
other users. Consequently, allocating resources according to
the QoE imposes greater significance in improving resource
utilization and satisfying more users, especially in EC systems
with resource restrictions.

Existing works have contributed to distributed task alloca-
tion in various EC systems. However, most of them consider
users to conduct task allocation with the assumption that users
can obtain the resource state of all ESs, and ESs accept the
resource requirements proposed by users [9]–[12], [25]. In
actual systems, accessing the resource states and allocations
of ESs may be infeasible for users. Besides, considering the
limited state observation of users and ESs, most existing
works have proposed MADRL-based approaches that enable
users or ESs to conduct distributed management. However,
training a policy for every user is non-trivial in a system with
massive users, which hinders similar approaches to working
in mass-user EC systems. Therefore, this paper proposes that
ESs conduct task and resource allocation in a distributed
manner. This satisfies the restriction in authority to access
resource state and allocation and significantly reduces the
number of policies, thereby reducing the complexities and
costs associated with policy training. Although a few works
also enabled ES to conduct management, they assume that
agents can obtain the states of all users [15], [16] and ES
would accept the resource allocation decisions suggested by
others without considering the resource competition between
users [17], [19]. This paper studies scenarios where each ES
can only observe the state of its real-time associated users, and
each ES allocates its resources to served users independently
rather than accepting propositions from other agents. Besides,
there is resource competition between users (i.e., resources
concurrently consumed by different users cannot overlap). To
address these restrictions, we propose a two-step MADRL-
based approach that includes task allocation and resource
allocation to maximize the overall QoE for users. Here, we
summarize the main contributions as follows:

• We study an EC system with massive users, in which
users and ESs cannot access the real-time state and
resource allocation of other ESs. Then, we formulate the
distributed joint task and computing resource allocation
problem (DJTCRA) for maximizing the sum of users’

QoE by considering the quantitative correlation between
QoE and QoS.

• Next, we propose utilizing MADRL to tackle challenges
regarding system heterogeneity, dynamic task requests,
and limited state observations. Specifically, considering
users and ES cannot access the real-time state and re-
source allocation of other ESs, as well as the difficulties
in training policies for massive users, we set ES as the
controller. Then, according to state availability, we model
DJTCRA as a POMDP. Meanwhile, we decompose the
problem into a distributed task allocation problem and a
QoE-maximizing resource allocation problem.

• Subsequently, we developed a two-step solution to satisfy
these restrictions. An approach that leverages the policy-
based MADRL is employed to realize massive user task
allocation under partial state observation. Meanwhile, we
exploit sigmoidal programming to optimize the comput-
ing resource allocation following each task allocation
after proving it is a problem of maximizing a sum of
sigmoids. Moreover, we further integrate the entropy of
massive users’ task allocation actions into training multi-
agent policies to enhance exploration.

• Simulation results reveal that our proposed approach can
efficiently establish collaboration among ESs in a dis-
tributed EC system supporting massive users. Meanwhile,
it outperforms benchmarks in system QoE and service
latency by jointly optimizing task and resource allocation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related works
are reviewed in Section II. Section III introduces the system
model. Section IV formulates the investigated DJTCRA prob-
lem. Section V details the proposed MADRL-based DJTCRA
approaches. Simulations are conducted and discussed in Sec-
tion VI. This paper is concluded in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Researchers have widely investigated task and resource
management in centralized EC systems, promoting the devel-
opment of the EC continuum [26], [27]. Unlike centralized
systems, distributed EC systems lack a central controller to
gather global information and manage the system. Meanwhile,
facilities in distributed systems have difficulties obtaining
other devices’ information due to reasons like security or
unacceptable costs of exchanging information (e.g., latency).
Therefore, increasing research efforts have been devoted to
distributed task allocation or resource allocation to mine and
utilize the advantages of collaborations among ESs in various
distributed EC systems.

Edge task allocations are typically formulated as vari-
ations of combinatorial optimization problems. Traditional
mathematical approaches can hardly solve these issues alone,
especially when the system is heterogeneous and highly dy-
namic. Therefore, further considering the restrictions inherent
in distributed EC systems, approaches based on traditional
decentralized algorithms have been developed. Moreover, as
AI technologies have presented great potential, multi-agent
reinforcement learning has been widely explored to solve such
complex problems in distributed EC systems and has shown
advantages over traditional approaches.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN RELATED WORKS AND GAP ANALYSIS

Ref. Agent Method Parallel
execution

Flexible
allocation

ES
collaboration

Global state Obj Resource
competition

Access
authority

Limitations
1 2 3 4 Specfic Common

[28] User Matching theory ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ utility ✓ ✘
⋆2

⋆1

[29] Game theory ✗ NA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ latency NA ✘
[30] ES Game theory ✗ NA ✗ ✓ utility NA ✘
[8]

Users

MAQL ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ latency ✓ ✘ ⋆4

⋆3
[9] MA A2C ✗ NA ✓ ✓ cost NA ✘

[10] MADDPG ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ utility ✓ ✘
[11] MADDPG ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ cost ✘ ✘
[12] MADDPG ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ cost ✘ ✘

[15], [16]

ES

MADDPG ✗ NA ✓ ✓ latency NA ✘ ⋆5

[17] MADQN NA NA ✓ ✓ ✓ reward ✘ ✘

[31] MA AC ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ reward ✓ ✘ ⋆6

[18], [19] MADDPG ✓ ✓ ✓ PE ✘ ✘

This work MADDPG +
Action Entropy ✓ ✓ ✓ QoE ✓ ✓

⋆1- Assume allow interactions or the existence of a central entity to gather and share the states of other components before making each decision.
⋆2- It requires considerable iterations before obtaining a decision for any given state, which is time-consuming.
⋆3- When implemented in systems with massive users, the training of policies is challenging and may exhaust resources.
⋆4- It can only handle finite state and action spaces obtained through discretization; available action needs to be filtered manually in advance.
⋆5- All ESs are homogeneous and configured with several task queues, and each task must allocated to one queue;
⋆5- It cannot decide the allocations of each task but only migrates loads of task queues to other ESs under the coordination of a central entity.
⋆6- Each time, multiple ESs may grab the same task to execute, resulting in collisions and a waste of resources.

Global state: 1←BS, 2←ES, 3←task, 4←user; NA-not applicable

A. Approaches based on Traditional Methods

In [28], a distributed task allocation solution based on
matching theory is studied. They develop a heuristic algorithm
that allocates tasks iteratively according to tasks’ preference
lists. Each preference list comprehensively considers the ES’
computing power, the conditions of the wireless channel, and
the time limits. In [29], a game theoretical model of distributed
task allocation was formulated. Then, a variational inequality
theory was utilized to obtain the task allocation equilibrium
strategy in static mixed strategies. After that, they developed
a decentralized algorithm that supports users in making their
offloading decisions with the assistance of information sent
from a central entity periodically. A mean-field game model
was created for the decentralized load schedule among ESs
in [30]. Then, they developed a pricing scheme based on
Lyapunov optimization to distribute computing load to ensure
long-term utility and load balancing.

However, these traditional decentralized approaches gener-
ally require information exchange or obtaining information
from a virtual central data collector before each decision,
which introduces costs for exchanging information and may
be infeasible in actual systems. Besides, most of these ap-
proaches solve the optimization problems under each given
state via iterations to approach an optimal solution, which is
usually time-consuming. Thus, it is hard to meet the real-time
management requirements of highly dynamic EC systems.

B. Approaches based on MA Reinforcement Learning

In [8], an MA Q-learning (MAQL) was employed, which
enables each service provider initiating the task requests to
allocate its tasks to one of the multiple associated ESs.
However, such an approach can only address problems with
limited state and action space, which hinders its applications

in complex systems. In [9], every user can obtain all ESs’ real-
time computing load states and decide its task allocation via
a policy based on the advantage actor-critic. Multi-agent deep
deterministic policy gradient (MADDPG) has been a popular
MADRL method in recent years. It enables each policy to
adapt to other policies by utilizing a centralized training
method with combined states. As a result, MADDPG has been
exploited in some distributed task allocation projects [10]–
[12], [25]. These works assume each user is an agent to
perform a MADDPG-based policy. Then, they can make
decisions independently for their task and resource allocations
with the input of local state observation and the state of all
available resources (e.g., resource states of all ESs [11], [12]
or communication states of all BS [10], [25]). Nevertheless,
these approaches empower users to perform policies, but they
require the assistance of some global state information, which
imposes certain constraints on their practical implementation.
First, requiring global information is infeasible in some sys-
tems since users may lack the authorization to access the
resource states of all ESs or BSs. Meanwhile, devices or
controllers with privileges (e.g., BS and ES) are typically re-
sponsible for resource allocation rather than users. In addition,
policy training is generally resource-hungry. Consequently,
training policies for every user dramatically increase costs,
including policy training and parameter synchronization from
the RCS to users, especially in systems with massive users.
Moreover, although MADDPG utilizes combined states for
policy training to reduce the impact of agents’ high dynamics,
it remains challenging when training large numbers of policies.

Instead of users, a few recent works select ESs to execute
distributed management. In [15], [16], the MADDPG-based
policy enables each ES to actively select some tasks to process
from a given task set based on its resource state. However, they
assume there are a limited number of tasks in the system, and
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every ES can observe the information about all tasks waiting
to be served. In [17], MA deep Q-learning was exploited
to optimize the resource rental decisions of an application
service provider (ASP). The instantiation of the ASP on each
ES determines the amount of resources to rent according to
the demand received from the served users. They assume the
task offloading has been given and the available resources on
each server are discrete. Therefore, this approach can only be
utilized for problems with a small action space and cannot
determine each user’s task and resource allocations. In [31],
a DDPG-extended MA actor-critic (AC) training method is
developed. Each ES executes a policy to allocate computing
resources to a limited number of task queues they maintain
and migrate part of their computing loads to other ESs In [18],
[19], tasks and resources are allocated to optimize the designed
processing efficiency (PE) in Cybertwin IoT by MADDPG.
However, the resource competition between tasks processed
by the same ES has not been well studied.

A comparison of the most related works discussed above
is detailed in Table I. We first focus on comparisons: Does
the work allow ES to process different tasks in parallel? Can
computing resources be allocated flexibly according to require-
ments? Can ES establish collaboration to share loads? Then,
we list if the proposed approach requires some global state
about other components. In addition, we discuss whether they
studied the resource competition between tasks and the access
authority of agents. We treat access authority as whether a
device is authorized to make decisions relevant to others, such
as resource allocation. Different from previous works, this
paper considers mass-user EC systems where ES only acquires
the state of real-time associated users. Consequently, each
ES must independently allocate tasks and resources for only
their associated users under limited state observation. This is
more reasonable since frequent information exchange is time-
consuming and privacy-risky. Besides, compared with user-
executed approaches, it can significantly reduce the number of
policies that need to be trained since ESs are generally much
fewer than users. Different from [19], we consider the resource
competition between tasks. Meanwhile, each ES cannot decide
the resource allocation for others because infeasible actions
would break the resource constraints. Besides, they may have
customized resource allocation schemes. In addition, we look
into improving the QoE after considering its quantitative
relationship with the QoS. We solve the resource allocation
problem using sigmoidal programming. Furthermore, we inte-
grate the action entropy of massive users’ task allocation into
policy training for the investigated multi-agent problem. This
is beneficial for dealing with huge discrete action spaces and
improving exploration.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Preliminary
As shown in Fig. 1, this paper considers a system consisting

of multiple radio access networks (RAN) established by base
states (BSs). Each RAN is directly associated with an ES.
Thus, we use H to represent the set of RANs and ESs. Mean-
while, massive mobile users (U) are performing computation-
intensive applications, and each user moves randomly in the

system and connects to one RAN at any time through wireless
links. ESs can communicate with each other via links among
RANs to establish a cooperation space for task allocation. On
top of the edge network, RCS can interact with ESs to collect
system states but suffers from high latency.

Edge 
Network

Collaboration 
Space

Remote Cloud

mobility

Edge Server

Edge Server

User

Fig. 1. A distributed edge computing system

Users always offload their tasks to the ES associated with its
connected RAN. After receiving a request, the ES allocates the
task to one ES in the system. A user’s task is further offloaded
to the RCS if it can achieve higher QoS. After completing
the task processing, a result is fed back to the user via the
reverse path. Although resource-limited ESs collaborate to
support these applications, each ES can only decide the task
and resource allocation for its associated users (i.e., the users
connecting to the RAN or whose tasks are allocated to the ES)
for reasons like privacy risk. In addition, RCS is responsible
for more complex duties like training the policies executed on
each ES based on the experiences gathered from ESs.

B. Communication Model

This paper assumes users communicate over orthogonal sub-
channels and do not interfere with each other. Besides, the
RAN can allocate multiple sub-channels to one user. The
communication latency from a user u to the connected BS
depends on the channel condition, i.e.,

dcu(t) =
V Tu (t) + V Ru (t)

Bu(t) log2 (1 + Iu(t)gu(t)/Nu(t))
, (1)

where V Tu (t), V Ru (t), and Iu(t) are respectively u’s task
volume (i.e., data size), result volume, and transmitting power
at time t. gu(t) and Nu(t) are respectively the channel gain
(path loss) and noise power between u and its associated RAN.
Bu(t) is the bandwidth allocated to u. We employ the path loss
model for 5G in rural scenarios [32], i.e.,

PL =

{
PL1, 10m ≤ Υ2d ≤ ΥBP ,

PL2, ΥBP ≤ Υ2d ≤ 10km,
(2)

where

PL1=20lg(40πΥ3dfc/3)+min(0.03h̃1.72, 10) lg (Υ3d)

−min(0.044h̃1.72, 14.77) + 0.002 lg(h̃)Υ3d,
(3)

and
PL2 = PL1 (ΥBP ) + 40 lg(Υ3d/ΥBP ). (4)
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Υ2d is the 2-dimensional (2D) ground distance from a user
to the connected BS. Υ3d is the 3D distance between their
antennas. h̃ is the average building height. ΥBP is the break-
point distance, i.e.,

ΥBP = 2πHBSHUT fc/c, (5)

where HBS and HUT separately denote the height of BSs and
users. fc is the central frequency, and its unit is separately
GHz and Hz in (3) and (5). c=3×108 m/s.

The task processing of a user may be allocated to a
remote ES, which introduces the forwarding latency from the
connected RAN i to the corresponding ES j, i.e.,

dfu(t) =
V Tu (t) + V Ru (t)

Bi,j
+ 2δi,j , (6)

where Bi,j represents the efficient communication rate of the
link established between RAN i and RAN j, and δi,j is the
propagation latency between them.

C. Computation Model

This paper employs a popular computation model in the
EC community [2], i.e., the computing latency depends on
the requirement and the allocated resource, i.e.,

dpu(t) =
V Tu (t)κu(t)

pu(t)
, (7)

where κu(t) is the computing intensity of u at time t, which
indicates the CPU cycles required to process a per-bit task.
pu(t) represents the cycles allocated to process u’s task.

In addition, ESs have different resource and performance
features when processing different applications. For example,
an ES is optimized for processing video applications by
equipping it with GPUs. Therefore, we introduce an additional
factor to reveal the performance difference when the tasks of
an application are processed on different ESs, i.e.,

dpu(t) =
∑
h∈H

yhu(t)η
h
u

V Tu (t)κu(t)

pu(t)
, (8)

where yhu(t) = 1 indicates u’s task processing is allocated to
ES h at time t, yhu(t) = 0 otherwise. When u’s task is allocated
to ES h, the multiplicative factor ηhu is used to measure the
difference that exists in the task processing latency compared
with the benchmark. Without loss of generality, the ηhu of a
user on each ES is independent and only determined by the
ES ability and the tasks of the user.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The EC service latency includes the wireless communica-
tion latency, the forwarding latency, and the task processing
latency. Therefore, the service latency of u under a given task
and resource allocation policy at time t is

Du(t) = dcu(t) + dfu(t) + dpu(t). (9)

Compared with QoS, QoE is more accurate in reflecting a
user’s personalized satisfaction. Better QoE indeed benefits

from better QoS, but QoE and QoS are generally quanti-
tatively correlated and present an exponential relationship.
Researchers usually model such a relationship using a sigmoid
function Fig. 2(a) [22], [24], [33], as shown in. This paper also
employs such a function to model the QoE of each user u, i.e.,

Ωu(t) =
Lu

1 + e−αu(t)(ξu(t)−βu(t))
, (10)

where Ωu(t) and ξu(t) are respectively u’s QoE and QoS. Lu
is the maximum QoE that u can enjoy. βu(t) is the middle
point correlation coefficient, which reflects the sensitive area
where the QoE changes fast as the QoS changes. αu(t) is
another positive coefficient (i.e., αu(t) > 0) that reflects the
change speed correlation between QoE and QoS. Fig. 2 and
(10) reveal that the QoE of a user only changes quickly around
the middle point as the QoS changes. The region where the
user’s QoE is not satisfied but the QoS has a significant impact
is what we refer to as the user-disturbed area. The user’s QoE
is sufficiently satisfied when the QoS is high enough and does
not noticeably improve as the QoS rises. Similarly, the QoE is
severely disturbed when the QoS falls below a lower threshold,
forcing the user to give up the provided service, and the QoS
deterioration causes a negligible decline in QoE. The QoE
decreases with QoS reduction and approaches zero.

User satis�ed

User disturbed

User gives up

Quality of Service(QoS) Level

Q
oE

/S
at

is
�c

at
io

n

(a)

User satis�ed

User disturbed

User gives up

Service Latency

Q
oE

/S
at

is
�c

at
io

n
(b)

Fig. 2. The correlation between QoE and QoS

This paper selects service latency as the QoS, which is
generally negatively correlated with QoE, i.e., a lower latency
leads to a better QoE. Thus, we omit the negative symbol
in (10) and express the QoE of a user u as [23]

Ωu(t) =
Lu

1 + eαu(t)(Du(t)−βu(t))
, (11)

where βu(t) is a reference latency value, around which u
experiences significant QoE variation when Du(t) changes.
Fig. 2(b) is a graphical example of the correlation between
QoE and service latency expressed in (11).

From the above analysis, we conclude that when a user’s
QoE reaches the QoE-satisfied area, investing additional re-
sources cannot improve its QoE significantly. Instead of in-
vesting more resources to improve the QoS of QoE-satisfied
users, we can allocate more resources to QoE-unsatisfied users
and increase the sum of users’ QoE (system QoE). Therefore,
allocating resources based on QoE has more practical signif-
icance in resource-limited EC systems. Therefore, this paper
aims to maintain the long-term performance of maximizing
the sum of users’ QoE in a distributed EC system by jointly
optimizing the task and computing resource allocation, i.e.,
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y,p={yu, pu|u∈U}, for any observed state. Then, the QoE-
optimized DJTCRA problem in this paper is formulated as

P1: max
y,p

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
t=0

∑
u∈U

Ωu(t), (12)

s.t. C1:
∑
h∈H

yhu(t) ≤ 1,∀u ∈ U ,∀t, (13)

C2:
∑
u∈U

yhu(t)pu(t) ≤ Ph,∀h ∈ H,∀t, (14)

C3: pu(t) ≥ 0,∀u ∈ U ,∀t, (15)

C4: yhu(t) ∈ {0, 1},∀u ∈ U ,∀h ∈ H,∀t, (16)

where C1 and C4 indicate that each user’s tasks can only be
allocated to one ES at most. C2 indicates that the resource
allocated to users by an ES h cannot exceed the maximum
capacity (Ph). C3 reveals the resource allocated to a user
must be non-negative. All symbols defined till now are listed
in TABLE II. To simplify the presentation, we ignore the
explanation of the symbol (t), i.e., at time t.

TABLE II
LIST OF DEFINED NOTATIONS

Symbol Definition
U The set of users in the EC system
H The set of RAN nodes and ESs
Bi,j The communication rate between RAN nodes i and j
δi,j The propagation delay between RAN nodes i and j
Ph The maximum computing resource capacity of ES h
Bu(t) Wireless communication bandwidth allocated to user u
Iu(t) Transmission power of user u
Nu(t) Wireless communication noise of user u
gu(t) Wireless communication channel gain of user u
Υ2d 2D distance between a user and the connected RAN
Υ3d 3D communication distance between a user and RAN
ΥBP Break-point distance in the communication path loss model
fc The central frequency of communication spectrum

HBS The height of base stations in the system
HUT The height of users’ devices
h̃ The average height of buildings in the cover of the system

V T
u (t) The volume of computing tasks generated by user u

V R
u (t) The volume (data size) of u’s computing results
pu(t) Computing resource (CPU cycles) allocated to user u
κu Computing intensity (cycles/bit) of u’s task processing
ηhu Performance difference factor of u’s tasks processing

yhu(t) Binary indicator indicating if u’s task is allocated to ES h
dcu(t) Wireless communication latency in the EC process of u
dfu(t) Forwarding latency in the EC process of u
dpu(t) Task processing latency in the EC process of user u
Du(t) The service latency of the whole EC process of user u
Ωu(t) The QoE of the user u
Lu The maximum QoE level can be achieved by user u
ξu(t) The real-time actual QoS value of u
βu(t) The middle point coefficient of u’s QoE-QoS correlation
αu(t) The coefficient reflecting the QoE variation speed of u

V. MADRL-BASED DJTCRA APPROACHES

A. Problem Analysis and Decomposition

This work considers EC systems with massive users. As a
result, problem P1 is challenging, especially in the following
concerns: First, each user and ES has no prior knowledge
about other ESs and has limited authority to decide the task
allocation and resource allocation of others. Besides, ES and

users are heterogeneous regarding resource capacities, com-
puting abilities, and task requests. Moreover, users’ location,
task requests, and wireless communication conditions are time-
varying. Therefore, the traditional methods make it difficult to
address these complexities and provide reliable management
in such systems. In addition to task allocation, resource
allocation is critical to optimizing QoE. However, as an ES
only obtains a user’s state after establishing an association,
resource allocation is hardly optimized simultaneously with
task allocation when considering resource allocation restric-
tions. The reason is that resource allocation decisions from
other agents for tasks processed on an ES may not satisfy the
resource capacity constraints (i.e., C2). This would introduce
additional complexity regarding whether to accept the resource
allocation decision for involved users.

At any time the system runs, there are two associations
between RANs and users, i.e., communication association
(CA) and computation association (PA). At any time slot, the
CA users of a RAN node connect to the RAN. The PA users
of an ES are users whose task processing is allocated to the
ES after task allocation. In a distributed EC system, CA users
of a RAN node depend on users’ mobility, and only their
connected RAN can access their real-time state. However,
an ES can only identify the PA users after implementing a
task allocation. Besides, after task allocation, the performance
only depends on the resource allocation of every ES. Then,
the overall QoE can be maximized by optimizing the sum of
users’ QoE on every ES via optimized resource allocation at
this stage. Thus, based on such an order, we decompose the
DJTCRA problem into two steps: 1) distributed task allocation
for CA users completed by each BS, and 2) resource allocation
on each ES for PA users following the task allocation.

B. QoE-Maximizing Computing Resource Allocation

At any time slot, users’ communication and forwarding
latency are determined after implementing a task allocation.
Meanwhile, each ES can identify its PA users and acquire
corresponding information, including real-time computing re-
quirements and QoE-related features. Then, each user’s QoE
only depends on the computing resource allocation because
the communication latency, computing requirements, and QoE
properties have been fixed. Moreover, the maximum system
QoE can be achieved by maximizing the sum QoE of all
PA users of every ES because each ES works independently.
Therefore, after task allocation, the optimal QoE is obtained
by optimizing computing resource allocation on every ES. We
use Uh(t) to represent the set of an ES h’s PA users after
implementing task allocation at time slot t. According to (1),
(6), (8), (9), and (11), the QoE-maximized resource allocation
problem on the ES h can be written as can be expressed as

P2: max
pu

∑
u∈Uh

Lu

1+eαu(dcu+d
f
u+ηhu

V T
u κu
pu

−βu)
, s.t. C2,C3, (17)

where we ignore the time symbol t. Besides, C1 and C4 are
naturally disappeared after task allocation. Only the resource
capacity and the resource allocation value constraints need to
be satisfied when an ES allocates resources to its PA users. C2
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and C3 are both linear constraints. The feasible set of pu is an
obvious convex set and is a polyhedron [34]. Besides, the QoE
function of each user in P2 is differentiable and monotonically
increasing with respect to the variable pu. Moreover, we have

Proposition 1: There exists a value ϵ > 0, which makes the
QoE function of a certain user up concave when pu ≥ ϵ.

Proof 1: The proof is attached in the Appendix I.
Thus, P2 is an NP-hard problem of maximizing a sum of
sigmoids [35]. Then, we can resort to sigmoidal programming
to obtain the QoE-maximized computing resource allocation.
We use the bisection method to roughly select the inflection
points of QoE functions [36].

C. Framework of MADRL-based DJTCRA Approach

The method above can allocate the computing resource fol-
lowing a task allocation. Then, P1 is converted to optimize the
task allocation without considering resource allocation. This
is a difficult combinatorial optimization problem, especially
considering system heterogeneity and limited prior knowledge.
Besides, approaches requiring global knowledge are ineffective
in our work because each ES independently makes decisions
with limited state observation. Thus, we exploit MADRL to
realize distributed task allocation. MADRL has been exploited
to deal with the heterogeneity and dynamics of EC systems.
However, most existing works consider a small group of users
to conduct task allocation with the assumption of knowing the
resource states of all ESs (e.g., [10]–[12], [25]). In addition
to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient states, training a policy
for each user in a system with massive users is non-trivial.
In multi-agent systems, each agent’s policy is dynamically
updated over the training process, introducing additional and
highly dynamic complexity. At the same time, each policy
needs to adapt to the dynamics of all other policies during
the training process. This is arduous in a system where
massive agents work in a distributed manner of cooperation
or competition. Therefore, this work proposes to conduct
distributed task allocation by ES. In addition to satisfying
the restrictions on accessing state and resource management
for other components, this approach can significantly reduce
the number of policies. As a result, this approach simplifies
the complexity of policy training and reduces corresponding
resource requirements (e.g., synchronizing the models from
the cloud to each agent and the memory required by training
policies). Besides, to cope with the vast and discrete action
space of massive users’ task allocation, we developed an
approach that relies on the policy-based MADDPG method.
This involves training with policy output but executing the
action mapped from policy output since naive MADDPG is
designed to handle continuous action [37]. To enhance the
exploration, we integrate the action entropy of massive users’
actions into policy training for the multi-agent task allocation
problem of massive users. In such a problem, each agent faces
a vast and discrete action space.

According to the system model, we set all ESs to perform
distributed task allocation, and they jointly determine the sys-
tem task allocation. Assuming users’ states maintain stability
when implementing a DJTCRA. Then, the DJTCRA process

is a POMDP since ESs work cooperatively, and each ES h can
only observe its local state Oh

t . At any time t, the system tran-
sition depends on the joint action At taken by all ESs and the
current system state St, i.e., St×At→St+1. The system state
is the union of all local states, i.e., St=(

⋃
h∈HOh

t ) ∪ st,∀t,
where st is the additional available state. The system action
is the union of actions independently taken by every ES, i.e.,
At=

⋃
h∈Ha

h
t ,∀t. Based on the system setting and objective,

we define states, actions, and the reward function as follows:
Local state: The partial state observation of each RAN h at

the beginning of a time slot t, including the real-time proper-
ties of its CA users (Uht ), including the requests, QoE and QoS
correlations, locations, and communication conditions, i.e.,

Oh
t = [h, V Tu , V

R
u , κu, αu, βu,Υ

u
2d,Bu,Nu]|Uh

t |×9, (18)

in which, we ignore the time symbol t for simplification. Υu2d
is the 2D distance from u to its connected RAN node.

System state: The union of all local states, i.e.,

St = [uh, V
T
u , V

R
u , κu, αu, βu,Υ

u
2d,Bu,Nu]|U|×9, (19)

where uh indicates the RAN that u is connecting. Besides, we
assume users communicate with the associated RAN on fixed
transmitting power and only move on the ground surface.

In addition, we set the arrays representing the local state and
the system state to share the same structure, i.e., a 2D array
whose size is |U|×9. Then, we can deploy policies sharing the
same structure on every ES to deal with the issue of different
numbers of CA users due to mobility. We assume the RCS has
indexed all users according to information like MAC addresses
and shares the indexes with ESs in advance. Then, each row
of the array contains the state of the corresponding users. In a
local state array, the rows corresponding to users who are not
the CA users of the ES are filled with 0, and other rows are
encapsulated with the CA users’ information.

Distributed task allocation action: The action generated
by an ES indicates the assignment of each CA user’s tasks to
one ES. For each ES, there is an enormous action space. Then,
value-based methods that compare all candidates to select one
are impractical when there are numerous users. Therefore, we
employ a policy-based method and define each user’s action as
the probability of allocating its task to every ES, as in our prior
work [37], so that the action maintains the policy gradient, i.e.,

aht = [pi,j ]|Uh
t |×|H|. (20)

pi,j is the probability of selecting ES j to process tasks of the
i th user in Uht . The i th row of aht is aht [i]= [pi,1,· · ·, pi,|H|]

and satisfies
∑|H|
j=1 pi,j =1. After generating aht according to

Oh
t , the ES indicated by the highest probability in each row

is selected to process the task of the corresponding user. The
union of selected ESs is the implementable action ah,t, i.e.,

ah,t[i] = argmax{aht [i]},∀i ∈ Uht , (21)

System action: The union all ESs’ actions, i.e.,

At = [pi,j ]|U|×|H|. (22)

We also set distributed task allocation actions and system
actions to have the same data structure. When an ES generates
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an action for its CA users, it only picks data from the rows
corresponding to its real-time CA users. This setting also
endows the DJTCRA model with the potential to handle newly
joined users by maintaining several additional state and action
rows. After allocating indexes to newly joined users, extra
rows can accommodate their states and corresponding actions.
If detecting a policy mismatch, the latest collected experiences
can be utilized for adapting policy by methods like meta-
learning [38], which is beyond the scope of this work.

Reward: According to P1, we defined the system reward
obtained after implementing an action as system QoE, i.e.,

Rt =
∑
u∈U

Ωu(t) =
∑
h∈H

rht , (23)

where rht is the sum QoE of the CA users of ES h.
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Fig. 3. The structure of a DJTCRA policy network.

We design a policy network as shown in Fig. 3, in which
outputs of the last layer are reshaped to a 2D array with size
|U|×|H|. Then, each row is processed by softmax to produce
the distributed task allocation action. Finally, we can obtain
the executable action by executing the argmax on each row.

D. Architecture for Training and Executing policies

As depicted in Fig. 4, we employ an architecture that
includes centralized training on the RCS and distributed exe-
cutions on ESs [39]. Considering the resource restrictions of
ESs, DJTCRA policies are trained on RCS, which reduces
the resource consumption of ESs. Meanwhile, the RCS main-
tains global information, i.e., the local state observation and
distributed task allocation of all ESs. Then, utilizing system
states and actions for policy training allows each policy to
adapt to other ESs’ policies and improve training efficiency
and stability. Updated policies are synchronized from the cloud
to the corresponding ESs. Then, each ES executes the updated
policy to manage the system and collect more experience.
Distributed execution of DJTCRA policies on ESs rather
than by users dramatically reduces the costs of training and
parameter synchronization. We name the controller performed
on each ES as an agent, including the actor for task allocation
and a resource allocation module.

The main work procedures of this DJTCRA architecture
are displayed in Fig. 5. The cloud only interacts with each ES
when synchronizing the actor’s parameters to it and receiving
collected data from it. In the beginning stage, the cloud
initiates the images of all agents relevant to policy training. In
addition to the image of the corresponding actor, twin critics,
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Fig. 4. The architecture for the MADRL-based DJTCRA approach

corresponding target policies, and a replay buffer for gathering
data updated from ESs are created to assist in policy training.
The actor image shares the same structure as that performed
on ES, and they are mounted to each other for quick synchro-
nization. After initiation and each time of updating actors, the
parameters of actors are synchronized to the corresponding
ES. After each time of parameter synchronization, ESs would
perform the updated agent to manage the system cooperatively.
The main work processes of the agent performed on each
ES include task allocation and resource allocation. At each
time slot, each ES observes the state of its identified CA
users. Then, it will input the observed state of these users
(Oh

t ) to its actor and generate corresponding task allocation
action for these users (aht ). After the tasks of all ESs’ CA
users are assigned to corresponding ESs, each ES can identify
its PA users and perform the resource allocation module to
allocate computing resources. Finally, each ES obtains the
QoE of its CA users and tracks a local state transition (rht and
Oh
t+1). Then, each ES collects and uploads such experiences.

Meanwhile, after receiving data from ES, RCS records it in
the instantiated replay buffer. Once gathering sufficient data,
RCS samples data from the replay buffer and updates policies.
We employ twin critics and soft-delay update methods to
improve training stability [40]. Then, once actors are updated,
the parameters are synchronized to the corresponding agents.
The above procedures are repeated until convergence. It is
worth mentioning that the training process can be conducted
independently after gathering enough data without always
waiting for new data from ES.

E. Training of DJTCRA Policies based on MADRL

Assuming DJTCRA policies are π = {πθ1,· · ·, πθ|H|} and
their parameters are θ = {θ1,· · ·, θ|H|}. The objective of
training a DJTCRA policy is to enable it to generate distributed
task allocation actions for any given local state observation at
any time. The action collaborates with actions generated by
other ESs to maximize the long-term expected reward, i.e.,

J (θh)=E{S,πθh
}[Rt|St, (πθ1(O1

t ), . . . , πθ|H|(O
|H|
t ))]. (24)
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The expected reward of a given state St after implementing
an action named the state-action value or Q-value, i.e.,

Qπ
h (St,At) = Q

(
St,

(
πθ1(O1

t ), · · · , πθ|H|(O
|H|
t )

))
. (25)

According to Bellman equation [41],

Qπ
h (St,At) = Rt + γE{At+1∼π} [Q

π
h (St+1,At+1)] , (26)

where γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor. Assuming the sys-
tem state maintains stability when implementing a DJTCRA
process, the system transition depends only on deterministic
actions and system transition features. According to the policy
gradient theory and MADDPG [42], the gradient of expected
reward to the policy performed on ES h is

∇θhJ (θh)=E{S,aht }

[
∇θha

h
t∇aht

Qπ
h

(
St, a1t ,· · ·, a

|H|
t

)]
,

(27)
where aht =πθh(Oh

t ),∀h∈H,∀t. We can find that the gradient
calculation requires aht to maintain the gradient of πθh , which
is the reason for using probabilities as the action for policy
training (Section V-C). Then, the policy can be updated by
minimizing the negative expectation of Q-values, i.e.,

L(θh) = ED

[
Q
(
St,

(
πθ1(O1

t ), · · · , πθ|H|(O
|H|
t )

))]
, (28)

via the gradient descent approach. D is a batch of experiences
{(St,At,Rt,St+1)} sampled from the replay buffer, and each
Oh
t is extracted from St. Due to system randomness, we

generally estimate state-action values by a neural network in
real implementations, i.e., the critic or Q-network represented
by Qψh

. The critic aimed at estimating state-action values ac-
curately, whose parameters ψh can be updated by minimizing
the Bellman residual loss [40], i.e.,

L(ψh) = ED

[
(Qψh

(St,At)−Ψ(t))
2
]
. (29)

Ψ(t) is the target estimation of Q-value, which is the sum of
the experienced reward of executing At under state St and a
discounted Q-value of (St+1, Ât+1), i.e.,

Ψ(t) = Rt + γQψ̂h
(St+1, Ât+1). (30)

Ât+1 is the union of actions regenerated by the latest target
actors (πθ̂h ). The corresponding target critics (Qψ̂h

) estimate
the Q-values of the corresponding next state-action pairs to
increase training stability.

Although the above-described MADDPG method has been
widely employed in existing works [10], [12], a deterministic
policy is prone to converge to sub-optimal areas [43]. Some
studies have approved that introducing action entropy can
significantly improve exploration abilities over the training
process [44], [45]. Besides, in problems with limited discrete
actions, the action entropy can be directly calculated according
to the probability distribution of candidate actions [46]. Given
this, we integrate max-entropy (MAxEnt) to train policies for
the investigated multi-agent DJTCRA problem with vast and
discrete action spaces.

To integrate action entropy, the target estimation of state-
action values is converted to

Ψ(t) = Rt + γ(Qψ̂h

(
St+1, Ât+1) + ωhŜht+1

)
, (31)

where ωh is a trainable max entropy coefficient. Ŝht+1 is
the entropy of action âht+1 generated by the corresponding
target actor for Oh

t+1. Each user’s task allocation action space
includes all ESs, and users are independent. Thus, we have

Ŝht = −
∑
u∈Uh

t

∑
h′∈H

p̂u,h′(t) log (p̂u,h′ (t)) , (32)

where p̂u,h′(t) is the probability of selecting ES h′ to process
u’s tasks in the action âht . Meanwhile, the loss function for
updating an actor is re-defined as

L(θh) = ED

[
Q(St, Ãt) + ωhS̃ht

]
, (33)

where Ãt is the union of actions generated by the latest
actors according to corresponding local states. S̃ht is the action
entropy of ãht , which can also be calculated through (32). ωh
can be updated by minimizing the difference between action
entropy and target action entropy. The target action entropy
can be the negative action dimension [45]. In the investigated
problem, the action dimension of each user is 1, i.e., an ES.
Therefore, ωh can be updated by minimizing

L(ωh)=ED

[
ωh
( ∑
u∈Uh

t

( ∑
h′∈H

p̃u,h′(t) log p̃u,h′(t)−1
))]

, (34)

where p̃u,h′(t) is obtained from ãht that generated by the
updated actor with Oh

t as the input.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the training of DJTCRA policies

based on the proposed approach (MAMaxEnt). As detailed
in algorithm 2, each ES works independently to determine
task allocation for its CA users, resource allocation for its PA
users, and upload experiences to the RCS. To provide data for
policy training at the initial stage, there is a warm-up process
in the system that first runs Tc episodes to collect data. After
that, the training process is triggered. When updating critics,
the action entropy of distributed task allocation is calculated
(line 8) based on the action generated by the target actor
(line 7). Then, the target estimation of the state-action value
is calculated (lines 9–10). Then, the critics are updated (lines
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Algorithm 1 Policy training via MAMaxEnt
Input: EC system, users, DJTCRA policies
Output: ES executable DJTCRA policies

1: Initialize a replay buffer, ωh, and policies: actor, critic,
and target policies (θh, ψh, θ̂h, ψ̂h), ∀h∈H

2: for t′ = 1, 2, 3, · · · do
3: Collect experiences as detailed in Algorithm 2
4: if t′ > Tc then
5: for h ∈ H do
6: Sample D and extract Oh′

t+1,∀h′∈H
7: Ât+1 =

⋃
h′∈Hπθ̂h′

(Oh′

t+1)

8: Calculate Ŝht+1 according to (32)
9: Ψ(t)=Rt+γmin(Q

ψ̂i
h

(St+1, Ât+1))|i=1,2

10: Ψ(t) = Ψ(t) + γωhŜht+1

11: L(ψih) = ED[(Qψi
h
(St,At)−Ψ(t))2]|i=1,2

12: ψih =Adam(∇{ψi
h}(L(ψ

i
h))|i=1,2

13: if t′%λS == 0 then
14: for all h ∈ H do
15: Sample D and extract Oh′

t ,∀h′∈H
16: Ãt=

⋃
h′∈Hπθh′ (Oh′

t )

17: Calculate S̃ht according to (32)
18: L(θh)=ED[min(Qψi

h
(St))+ωhS̃ht ]|i=1,2

19: θh =Adam
(
∇θh(−L(θh))

)
20: θ̂h=µθ̂h+(1−µ)θh, ψ̂ih = µψ̂ih+(1−µ)ψih|i=1,2

21: if t′%λS == 0 then
22: for all h ∈ H do
23: Sample D and extract Oh

t , ãh(t)=πθh(Oh
t)

24: CalculateL(ωh) according to (34)
25: ωh =Adam(∇ωh

(−L(ωh)))

11–12). When updating an actor, the entropy of the distributed
task allocation actions is calculated (line 17). Then, the loss
value integrated with the action entropy of massive users is
calculated (line 18), and the actor is updated (line 19). Target
networks are updated by the soft update method (line 20),
where µ is the soft-update coefficient. This paper also employs
the delayed update method to update ωh but sets a different
update frequency λS. We find by experiment that updating
ωh faster than the actor benefits convergence. Thus, we let
λS<λ, and the learning rate for updating ωh greater than that
used to update other policies. When updating ωh, the extracted
local states are processed by respective actors to generate new
actions (line 23). Then, ωh is updated by processing the loss
value calculated from these generated actions (lines 24–25).

F. Complexity analysis

The policy training is performed on the RCS with suffi-
cient computing power in an off-policy style. Therefore, we
should care more about the complexity of policy execution
on ESs. The inference is a forward propagation process
conducted by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The matrix
computation of MLP layers determines the inference com-
plexity [17], [47]–[49]. Besides, there is a softmax operation
on the output in DJTCRA policy, whose complexity is equal
to the number of processed items. Therefore, the inference

Algorithm 2 Agent execution and experience collection
Input: EC system, DJTCRA policies, replay buffer

1: for t′ = 1, 2, 3, · · · do
2: Each ES h observes its local state Oh

t′

3: Each ES h implements an action aht′ = πθh
(
Oh
t′

)
4: Each ES h obtains information of its PA users Uht′
5: Every ES allocates the resource to its PA users
6: Each ES h obtains rht′ and Oh

t′+1

7: Every ES uploads (Oh
t′ , a

h
t′ , r

h
t′ ,Oh

t′+1)
8: RCS calculates St′ , At′ ,Rt′ and St′+1

9: RCS adds (St′ ,At′ ,Rt′ ,St′+1) to the replay buffer

complexity of a DJTCRA policy performed on each ES is
O(sk0+

∑ĥ−1
i=0 kiki+1+kĥa+a), where s is the input state size

(i.e., |U|×9), k0 is the output size of the input layer. ĥ is the
number of hidden layers, and ki is the hidden size of the ith

hidden layer. a is the size of the output action (i.e., |U|×|H|).

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

We conduct extensive simulations using PyTorch 1.9 and the
sigmoidal programming optimizer with the support of PyJu-
lia [36], [50]. We deploy 7 RAN nodes, and the computing
resource capacities Ph of ESs associated with each RAN are
different and set to [60, 60, 80, 90, 100, 120, 160] GHz. The
communication rate of links between RANs and a user’s pro-
cessing performance variation factors among ESs (i.e., ηhu) are
randomly selected from the configured intervals and fixed. To
imitate the unbalanced speed of ESs’ computing, we randomly
generate the number of users on each ES whose tasks can
obtain the maximum processing speed (i.e., minimum ηhu).
Then, we randomly sample users for each ES according to the
generated number and set the corresponding ηhu as the mini-
mum value by swapping operations. In each training episode,
the user positions (connected RAN, distance to the connected
RAN), wireless communication noise, bandwidth, computing
requirements, and QoE-QoS correlations are all randomly
generated from configured intervals and distributions. The
correlation coefficients (i.e., αu and βu) are generated fol-
lowing normal distributions. Other parameters are randomly
generated following uniform distributions [23]. TABLE III
details parameter configurations [32]. The maximum QoE a
user can achieve (Lu) is homogeneously set to 1, reflecting
the QoE satisfaction ratio. In addition, the communication rate
and propagation delay between RAN nodes and the RCS are
separately set to 100 Mbps and 200 ms, respectively. Besides,
we set the task processing speed on RCS to 20 GHz. In
addition, parameters related to DJTCRA policy networks and
policy training are detailed in TABLE IV.

We evaluate and compare the proposed approach with
MADDPG which is widely employed in previous works [10],
[16], [19], [43]. Besides, our framework cannot directly adopt
the value-based methods since generating and comparing the
Q-values of all candidate actions for more than hundreds of
users is impossible. Therefore, we compare the value-based
MADRL methods that enable each user to decide their task
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TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Bi,j [8, 20]×10 Mbps HUT 1.5 m
Bu [2, 7]×8 MHz h̃ 5 m
Nu [-120, -80] dbm HBS 35 m
αu N(15, 42)/1000 fc 5 GHz
ηhu [0.5, 8] Iu 20 dbm
κu [228, 328] cycles/bit Υ2d [30, 100] m
V R
u [10, 20] KB δi,j [10, 20] ms

TABLE IV
CONFIGURATIONS RELATED TO MADRL APPROACHES

Configuration Value
The input and output size of hidden layers 256
The depths of hidden layers 3
The activation function between hidden layers ReLU
The delayed update frequency λ, λS 15, 5
The soft update coefficient µ 0.995
The learning rate of policy networks 1e-4
The learning rate of max entropy coefficient ωh 1e-3

allocation, as proposed in many previous works [8], [17], [51].
The comparison benchmarks include:

1) MADDPG: Each ES allocates the tasks of its CA users
as described in our work. However, we train the policies
using MADDPG, in which the training process is done
without integrating the entropy of massive users’ task
allocation actions [18], [19].

2) VDN-L: Each user determines its task allocation based on
local state observation (i.e., state of the user). The policies
are trained by the VDN algorithm, in which the policies
of all users are updated simultaneously by utilizing the
accumulating Q values of all policies. More details can
be seen from [52].

3) VDN-G: Each user determines its task allocation with the
input of the global state (i.e., system state). We set each
user to obtain the state of other users from a virtual central
unity or by interactions, as assumed in some previous
work [15], [29].

4) IDQN: Each user maintains and trains a policy by DQN
independently, and the policy can determine its task
allocation with local state observation [8].

5) GA-Aware: Greedy algorithm that assumes that each user
knows the ES that can process its task request with fast
speed under given resources and select this ES to process
its tasks, i.e., h∗ = argmin{ηhu}.

6) DAES: Each user’s tasks are allocated to the directly
associated ES rather than a remote ES.

We set the percentile of greedy selecting a random action
for exploration in VDN and IDQN as 0.15. We evaluate
approaches using the following metrics:

1) System QoE: Sum QoE of all users after implementing a
DJTCRA action, which is the primary objective and can
be calculated by (9), (11), and (12).

2) Average service latency: The service latency of each user
can be calculated based on (9). We average the service
latency of all users for visualization.

3) Users distribution: The number of users classified by
QoE, including QoE-satisfied users (SU), QoE-disturbed
users (DU), and users with extremely disturbed QoE
(GU). The QoE thresholds for classifying SU, DU, and
GU are separately set to 0.9 and 0.1. We also count the
users whose tasks are offloaded to RCS (CU).

B. Simulation Results

Fig. 6 compares the convergence of MADRL-based ap-
proaches over the training process and compares them with tra-
ditional approaches. The results of every 50 training episodes
are moving-averaged and displayed. From Fig. 6, we can
find that the performance of IDQN is barely better after
convergence and is even worse than DAES, which suggests
that policies do not learn meaningful information. Compared
with IDQN and DAES, VDN can help achieve better per-
formance in average system QoE and latency. Besides, it
can reduce the number of GUs as compared with DAES.
Moreover, despite the acceleration of convergence, even with
the global system state of all users, VDN-G cannot achieve
higher performance than that only with local state observation
(i.e., VDN-L). However, policies trained using IDQN and
VDN for users perform worse than those using MADDPG
and MAMaxEnt for ESs because inferring and adapting to
a mass of other users’ policies updated during the training
process is challenging. When MADDPG is employed, the
QoE and latency are significantly superior to those utilizing
IDQN, DAES, and VDN. Besides, there are considerably more
SUs and DUs but fewer GUs and CUs in the system with
MADDPG. The greedy algorithm GA-Aware achieves slightly
better performance (i.e., higher system QoE and lower latency)
than MADDPG. The reason is that when allocating tasks
to the ES with the fastest processing speed for it, the QoE
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Fig. 6. Training process. |U|=100, γ=0.1, βu∼N(350, 102) ms, V T
u ∼

U(200, 800) KB. (a) Average system QoE. (b) Average service latency. (c)-
(d) Average number of SUs, DUs, GUs, and CUs.
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of the user can be satisfied with fewer resources, making
more resources available to please more users, especially
those requiring fewer resources. Then, the service latency
decreased, and system QoE increased because of the lower
task processing latency. Compared with MADDPG and GA-
Aware, our proposed approach further improves system QoE
and reduces average service latency. Besides, there are further
increases in SUs and DUs and decreases in GUs and CUs.
Fig. 6d reveals that the number of CUs is slightly fewer than
that of GUs and almost the same. This phenomenon demon-
strates that EC system resource limitations primarily cause
severe QoE disruption. We can also find that the proposed
approach outperforms MADDPG regarding convergence speed
and optimal performance. The performances of MADDPG
continue to increase extremely slowly after about 3000 training
episodes. However, the proposed approach achieves optimal
performance and remains stable after 8000 training episodes.
Moreover, the performance improvement of our approach is
slower than others at the initial training stage because the
initial max entropy coefficients are not optimal, resulting in
policies taking more random actions.
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Fig. 7. Inpact of discount factors. |U|=120, βu∼N(350, 102) ms, V T
u ∼

U(200, 800) KB. (a) Average system QoE. (b) Average service latency. (c)-
(f) Average number of DUs, SUs, GUs, and CUs.

Fig. 7 evaluates the convergence of MADRL-based ap-
proaches under different discount factors. We moving-average
the results for every 100 episodes. We can find that the results

of all algorithms present apparent convergence, although there
is a slight difference in the training process. Under different
discount factors, each of them can achieve similar convergent
performance. Furthermore, policies trained for ESs using the
proposed approach and MADDPG outperform policies for
users using IDQN and VDN in terms of performance after
convergence and stability. In addition, our proposed approach
achieves optimal performance and is more stable, as other
approaches expose an apparent performance difference after
convergence under different discount factors.
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Fig. 8. Impact of the number of users. βu ∼ N(350, 102) ms, γ = 0.1,
V T
u ∼U(200, 800) KB. (a) Average system QoE. (b) Average service latency.

(c) Average number of SUs and DUs. (d) Average number of GUs and CUs.

Fig. 8 compares the performance under different numbers
of users. We average the results of the last 2000 episodes
after 20000 training episodes for each simulation. Regardless
of the approach, the average system QoE and service latency
will increase with the number of users. The reason is that more
users with lower computing requirements can be served, which
increases the sum of QoE since users’ QoE is non-negative.
The number of SUs decreases slightly, but the number of
DUs significantly increases as the number of users increases.
The potential reason is that the reward function is the system
QoE without considering the number of SUs. Therefore, the
computing resources are separated to improve the QoE of users
whose QoE is in the disturbed area, which can be significantly
increased with more computing resources. Besides, as shown
in Fig. 8(a), except for when there are 70 users, the number
of SU obtained by GA-Aware is slightly higher than that by
the proposed approach. The reason is that GA-Aware always
selects the ES that can maximize the task processing speed,
which increases the opportunity for users who require fewer
resources to be satisfied. When an ES only provides service
for several users whose tasks can processed on it with the
fastest speed, its resources are sufficient to satisfy the QoE of
all these users. Consequently, compared with our proposed
approach, the number of SUs increased slightly. However,
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it leads to inefficient resource utilization. Thus, the overall
QoE has decreased, and the number of GUs is slightly higher.
When there are 70 users, the resources of ESs are sufficient
to provide service to almost all users. The proposed method
can better utilize ESs’ resources, resulting in a little more
SU, significantly more DUs, and almost no DUs (Fig. 8(d)).
Fig. 8(d) reveals that the number of CUs and GUs increases
as the number of users increases. The reason is that more
users have to be reallocated to the RCS due to the resource
limitations of ESs, resulting in considerable service latency
and an extremely disturbed QoE. As a result, the average
service latency increased (Fig. 8b). Besides, the proposed
approach can minimize the number of CUs and GUs. Fig. 8
reveals that IDQN and VDN perform similarly to DAES,
while MADDPG, GA-Aware, and our proposed approaches
outperform them. We can also find that when VDN is allowed
to gather the global states (VDN-G), it performs even a little
worse than when only the local states are available (VDN-
L). The possible reason is that the VDN-based approaches
cannot enable massive policies in our problem to learn efficient
knowledge, which can be concluded from the above results.
Then, the global system state increases the complexity of the
input data that the policy needs to process and the difficulties
of policy training. Then, the reliability of trained policies
decreases. Besides, GA-Aware achieves better than MADDPG,
especially when there are more than 110 users. The reason is
that the percentile of users requiring fewer resources to satisfy
QoE has increased, and the resources of each ES will be fully
consumed as the increase in computing load arrives at each
ES. Additionally, the number of users served by ESs obtained
by GA-Aware is comparable to that obtained using our pro-
posed approach, and these users have similar requirements.
Consequently, GA-Aware obtains similar performance as our
proposed approach. However, our proposed approaches can
still outperform all other benchmarks. Besides, we can find
that when the ESs’ resources are adequate to support users,
i.e., only a few users need to be allocated to RCS, the proposed
approach outperforms others.

The correlation between QoE and QoS determines the
resources required to enable users to achieve different levels
of QoE. Therefore, Fig. 9 compares methods under different
QoE and QoS correlation coefficients, i.e., the average middle
point value. We set different mean values while maintaining
the same variance in generating the βu of users. In this part,
we use βu to represent the average value of the middle point
for easy expression. We can find that the average system QoE
increases with the increase of βu regardless of the employed
approach. When fixing allocated resources, users can tolerate
higher service latency under a higher βu and obtain a better
QoE. Under higher βu conditions, users can achieve the same
QoE as in lower βu conditions with fewer resources. Then,
some users may be allocated fewer computing resources, and
the freed resources are allocated to other users to maximize
the system QoE. As a result, some users’ task processing
can be moved from the RCS to ESs, reducing their service
latency. However, reducing the resources allocated to users
increases their service latency. Thus, there are decreases in
GUs and CUs as the βu increases (Fig. 9(d)), and the average

service latency only experiences a slight increase (Fig. 9(c)).
Besides, users’ QoE can be satisfied with fewer resources
under a higher βu condition, reducing the resource required for
satisfying a user and increasing the probability of satisfying
the QoE of more users. Thus, Fig. 9(c) exhibits that SUs
increase as the βu increases. The increase in SUs reduces
the percentile of DUs and GUs. Thus, DUs decrease as
βu increases, while the decrease in DUs is fewer than the
increase in SUs. Fig. 9 also reveals that IDQN can hardly
learn effective policy, and VDN-based approaches can slightly
improve performance compared to DAES and IDQN. GA-
Aware obtains slightly better results than MADDPG. Our
proposed method outperforms other benchmarks in terms of
QoE and latency. Besides, our proposed method can minimize
the number of DUs and CUs, although GA-Aware results in a
few more SUs. We can conclude that our proposed approach
can improve resource efficiency compared with benchmarks.
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Fig. 9. Impact of the average middle point value. |U| = 110, γ = 0.1,
V T
u ∼U(200, 800) KB. (a) Average system QoE. (b) Average service latency.

(c) Average number of SUs and DUs. (d) Average number of GUs and CUs.

Fig. 10 evaluates the impact of maximum task volume
(MTV). First, we can observe that VDN and IDQN achieve
similar results as DAES. VDN-based approaches achieve
slightly better performance in QoE and latency than DAES,
but IDQN results in the lowest performance. MADDPG,
GA-Aware, and our proposed approaches outperform VDN,
IDQN, and DAES. Besides, the proposed approach achieves
the maximum system QoE, minimum latency, and minimum
number of CUs. The average system QoE decreases, and
the average service latency increases as the MTV increases
because increased task volume increases wireless communica-
tion, forwarding, and task processing latency. Besides, more
resources are required by users’ task processing, resulting in
resource strain for ESs. Then, there are increases in CUs
(Fig. 10(d)) and service latency, decreasing the average system
QoE. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the number of SUs and DUs de-
creases as MTV increases since more resources are required to
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Fig. 10. Impact of the maximum computing task volume. |U|=110, γ=0.1
βu∼N(350, 102) ms. (a) Average system QoE. (b) Average service latency.
(c) Average number of SUs and DUs. (d) Average number of GUs and CUs.

satisfy QoE. More users are allocated to the RCS and become
GUs. The number of DUs that resulted from the proposed
approach and GA-Aware increased when MTV increased from
500 KB to 700 KB. When the MVT is small, users require
fewer resources to satisfy their QoS. In such conditions, the
resources of ESs are sufficient, and there is a high probability
that the QoE of a user is satisfied when employing the
GA-Aware approach and our proposed approach. The reason
is that their targets are to reduce the computing resource
consumption of each user and to utilize limited resources
more efficiently through optimal task allocation, respectively.
However, some users’ QoEs rapidly declined and fell into the
QoE-disturbed area when the task volume increased because
resources became insufficient. Consequently, the number of
SUs significantly decreases, but the number of DUs slightly
increases on the left side of Fig. 10(c) since more users’
QoE falls into the QoE-disturbed area. Moreover, the GA-
Aware approach exhibits more instability than others, as its
performance heavily relies on the distribution of users and
their requirements, rendering it unreliable, especially in certain
special cases. For instance, a super ES can deliver maximum
processing speed for all users in a random system. The
edge system can support nearly all users if it employs our
recommended approach when the MTV is 500 KB.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper studied a distributed EC system with massive
users. Then, the DJTCRA problem of maximizing over QoE
is set up, considering both resource efficiency and the quanti-
tative correlation between QoE and QoS. The restriction that
each ES can only obtain the state of real-time associated
users and allocate its limited resources to served users by
itself has been comprehensively considered. According to the

work procedures and the restrictions on state observation and
resource allocation at different stages, we decomposed the
DJTCRA problem into a distributed task allocation problem
and a resource allocation problem. To address the problem,
this paper developed a two-step MADRL-based approach after
formulating it as a POMDP. This solution first proposes a
policy-based MADRL method to realize the massive users’
distributed task allocation with vast discrete action spaces.
Besides, considering the challenges of policy training for
numerous agents, this paper selects ESs as the agents. Then,
we further integrated it with the action entropy of enormous
users’ task allocation to enhance exploration. Besides, we
proved that resource allocation for maximizing QoE is a
problem of maximizing a sum of sigmoids, and we leveraged
sigmoidal programming to solve it. Extensive simulation re-
sults demonstrated that the proposed approach can improve
QoE and reduce service latency compared with benchmarks.
Besides, the proposed approach outperforms classic MADDPG
in training efficiency and performance after convergence.

APPENDIX
PROOF OF THE Proposition 1

Define a function f(x) = h(g(x)), where x is the variable
and x > 0. Meanwhile, g(x) = C/x and

h (z) =
1

(1 + eα(M−β+z))
, (35)

where α,M, β, and C are all constant values greater than 0.
Thus, the derivative of h(z) to z is always negative, i.e.,

h′(z) = − αeα(M−β+z)

(eα(M−β+z) + 1)2
< 0. (36)

In addition, the second derivative of h(z) is

h′′(z) =
α2eα(M−β+z)(eα(M−β+z) − 1)

(eα(M−β+z) + 1)3
. (37)

The second-order derivative of f(x) to variable x is

f ′′(x) = h′′(g(x)) g′(x)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+h′(g(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

g′′(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

. (38)

It’s obvious that f ′′(x) must be negative when h′′(g(x)) is
negative. From (37), we have h′′(z) < 0 when (M−β+z) <
0. Then, since x > 0, when (β −M) > 0 we have

h′′(g(x)) < 0,∀x > C

β −M
, (39)

In addition, from (36), (37), we can express (38) as (40), where
z = C

x . As we have x > 0, the positiveness and negativity of
f ′′(x) depend on the numerator of (40). By omitting a positive
constant value C, we express the numerator as

eα(M−β+C
x )︸ ︷︷ ︸

>1

(
α2−2xα

)
eα(M−β+C

x )︸ ︷︷ ︸
>1

−(α2+2xα)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

 . (41)

Then, as α > 0 and C/x > 0, we have eα(M−β+C/x) > 1
and 2xα > 0 when (β −M) ≤ 0. Then, when (β −M) ≤ 0
and x > α/2, we can obviously find that((

α2 − 2xα
)
eα(M−β+C/x) − (α2 + 2xα)

)
< 0 (42)
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f ′′(x) =
α2eα(M−β+z) (eα(M−β+z) − 1

)(
eα(M−β+z) + 1

)3 C

x4
+

−αeα(M−β+z)(
eα(M−β+z) + 1

)2 2Cx3
=
α2eα(M−β+z) (eα(M−β+z) − 1

)
− 2xαeα(M−β+z) (eα(M−β+z) + 1

)
x4

(
eα(M−β+z) + 1

)3 C

(40)

Thus, when (β −M) ≤ 0, when have

f ′′(x) < 0,∀x > α

2
. (43)

According to the above analysis, we can conclude that there
always exists a value ϵ, making f ′′(x) < 0,∀x > ϵ, i.e, f(x)
is up concave when x > ϵ.
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